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Veri�ation of Ad Ho Networks withNode and Communiation FailuresGiorgio Delzanno1, Arnaud Sangnier2, and Gianluigi Zavattaro3
1 University of Genova, Italy

2 LIAFA, Univ Paris Diderot, Sorbonne Paris Cité, CNRS, Frane
3 University of Bologna, INRIA - FOCUS Researh Team, ItalyAbstrat. We investigate the impat of node and ommuniation fail-ures on the deidability and omplexity of parametri veri�ation of aformal model of ad ho networks. We start by onsidering three possibletypes of node failures: intermittene, restart, and rash. Then we moveto three ases of ommuniation failures: nondeterministi message loss,message loss due to on�iting emissions, and detetable on�its. Inter-estingly, we prove that the onsidered deision problem (reahability of aontrol state) is deidable for node intermittene and message loss (eithernondeterministi or due to on�its) while it turns out to be undeidablefor node restart/rash, and on�it detetion.1 IntrodutionBroadast ommuniation is often used in networks in whih individual nodeshave no preise information about the underlying onnetion topology (e.g. adho wireless networks). As shown in [13,10,11,16,17,4℄, this type of ommuni-ation an naturally be spei�ed in models in whih a network on�guration isrepresented as a graph and in whih individual nodes run an instane of a givenprotool spei�ation. A protool typially spei�es a sequene of ontrol statesin whih a node an either send a message (emitter role), waits for a message(reeiver role), or performs an update of its internal state. Broadast ommu-niation an be represented here as a simultaneous update of the state of theemitter node and of the states of its neighbors. This semantis of broadast isoften termed seletive in ontrast with broadast messages that simultaneouslyreah all nodes of a network.Already at this level of abstration, veri�ation of ad ho network protoolsturns out to be a very di�ult task. A formal aount of this problem is givenin [3,4℄, where the ontrol state reahability problem is proved to be undeidablefor seletive broadast ommuniation. The ontrol state reahability problemonsists in verifying the existene of an initial network on�guration (with un-known size and topology) that may evolve into a on�guration in whih at leastone node is in a given ontrol state. If suh a ontrol state represents a protoolerror, then this problem naturally expresses (the omplement of) a safety veri-�ation task in a setting in whih nodes have no information a priori about the



size and onnetion topology of the underlying network. The analysis in [3,4℄works under the assumption that the underlying network and ommuniationmodel are both reliable. This is a quite strong assumption sine ad ho networkshave several soures of unreliability: from node failures to on�its aused byinterferenes among di�erent transmissions.In this paper we study the impat of node and ommuniation failures onthe ontrol state reahability problem for ad ho network protools. We startour analysis by introduing node failures in a model of seletive broadast. Forthis purpose, we onsider an intermittent semantis in whih a node an be(de)ativated at any time. As a �rst result, we show that ontrol state reah-ability beomes deidable under the intermittent semantis. Deidability seemsstritly related to the assumption that nodes have annot diretly take deisionsthat depend on the urrent ativation state (e.g. hange state when the nodeis turned on). We then onsider two restrited types of node failure, i.e., noderash (a node an only be deativated) and node restart (when it is ativated,it restarts in a speial restart state). We show that for these two semantis, theveri�ation task beomes undeidable.We onsider then di�erent types of ommuniation failures. We �rst onsidera semantis in whih a broadast is not guaranteed to reah all neighbors of theemitter nodes (message loss). Control state reahability is again deidable in thisase. We then introdue a semantis for seletive broadast spei�ally designedto apture possible on�its during a transmission. Basially, a transmission ofa broadast message is split into two di�erent phases: a starting and an endingphase. During the starting phase, reeivers onneted to the emitter move to atransient state. While being in the transient state, a reeption from another nodegenerates a on�it. In the ending phase an emitter always moves to the nextstate whereas onneted reeivers move to their next state only when no on-�its have been deteted. Time-out an be modeled here by allowing reeivers toabandon a transmission at any time. In our model we also allow several emittersto simultaneously start a transmission. Deidability holds only when reeiversignore orrupted messages by remaining in their original state. Moreover, for theveri�ation task in the deidable variants we show that it is possible to resort tothe polynomial time reahability algorithm that we have presented for a modelof ad ho networks with nondeterministi mobility presented in [2℄.Related Work. Formal models of broadast ommuniation have been onsid-ered in several work in the literature suh as [14,16,17,6,5,8,10,11,12℄. Perfetsynhronous semantis for broadast ommuniation in mobile and ad ho net-works have been proposed in [14,16,17,5℄. Veri�ation problems for broadastprotools has been studied in the di�erent ontext of hardware protools [6℄. Inall the above mentioned works a transmission is modelled as an atomi step inwhih the emitter node and the onneted reeiver nodes simultaneously updatetheir urrent state. Deidability of reahability problems like those we onsiderhere (overability) is not onsidered only in the ase of synhronous broadastfor fully onneted networks [6℄. 2



Delays in between the instant in whih the emitter starts a transmissionand the instant in whih the transmission ends have been onsidered in a timedsemantis [10,11℄ in whih every message has an assoiated non-zero transmissiontime, or in form of non-atomi transitions (start and end phase are kept distint)as in [12℄. In all these approahes a broadast ommuniation is split into severalphases to model senarios in whih di�erent transmission periods of di�erentemitters overlap. Following [12℄ in the present paper we onsider an untimedsemantis for expliitly representing on�its. Di�erently from other models, oursemantis allows multiple nodes to start a ommuniation in the same instant,a model that seems loser to real senarios.In [3,4℄ we have studied deision problems for veri�ation of models of ad honetworks with seetive broadast ommuniation with perfet semantis and noon�its. In this paper we lift our studies to unreliable networks and ommunia-tion models and onsider semantis for broadast ommuniation with on�its.Communiation failures (e.g. message loss and insertion) are ommonly onsid-ered when faing veri�ation problems for ommuniation protools as in thease of unreliable FIFO hannels [1℄. Di�erently from works like [1℄, we evalu-ate here the impat of ommuniation failures in a ommuniation model withbroadast ommuniation restrited to neighbour nodes and in whih reahabil-ity is formulated for an initial on�guration with arbitrary size and topology.2 Ad Ho NetworksDe�nition 1. A Q-graph is a labeled undireted graph γ = 〈V,E, L〉, where Vis a �nite set of nodes, E ⊆ V × V is a symmetri relation representing a �niteset of edges, and L is a labeling funtion from V to a set of labels Q (in oursetting they represent ontrol states).We use L(γ) to represent all the labels present in γ (i.e. the image of the funtion
L). The nodes belonging to an edge are alled the endpoints of the edge. For anedge 〈u, v〉 in E, we use the notation u ∼γ v and say that the verties u and vare adjaent to eah other in the graph γ. We omit γ, and simply write u ∼ v,when it is made lear by the ontext.A on�guration is a Q-graph and we assume that eah node of the graph isa proess that runs a ommon prede�ned protool de�ned by a ommuniatingautomaton with a �nite set Q of ontrol states. Communiation is ahievedvia seletive broadast: the e�et of a broadast is loal to the viinity of thesender. The initial on�guration is any graph in whih all the nodes are labeledby an initial ontrol state. Note that even if Q is �nite, there are in�nitely manypossible on�gurations (the number of Q-graphs). We next formalize the aboveintuition.De�nition 2. A proess is a tuple P = 〈Q,Σ,R,Q0〉, where Q is a �nite set ofontrol states, Σ is a �nite alphabet, R ⊆ Q × ({τ} ∪ {!!a, ??a | a ∈ Σ})×Q isthe transition relation, and Q0 ⊆ Q is a set of initial ontrol states.3



The label τ represents the apability of performing an internal ation, and thelabel !!a (??a) represents the apability of broadasting (reeiving) a message
a ∈ Σ. For q ∈ Q and a ∈ Σ, we de�ne the set Ra(q) = {q′ ∈ Q | 〈q, ??a, q′〉 ∈ R}whih ontains states that an be reahed from the state q when reeiving themessage a.The network semantis assoiated to a proess P = 〈Q,Σ,R,Q0〉 is givenby the transition system AHN (P) = 〈C,⇒, C0〉, where C is the set of Q-graphs(network on�gurations), C0 is the set of Q0-graphs (initial on�gurations), and
⇒⊆ C×C is the transition relation de�ned as follows: for γ = 〈V,E, L〉, we have
γ ⇒ γ′ i� γ′ = 〈V,E, L′〉 and one of the following onditions holds:Loal: ∃v ∈ V s.t. (L(v), τ, L′(v)) ∈ R, and L(u) = L′(u) for all u in V \ {v};Broadast: ∃v ∈ V s.t. (L(v), !!a, L′(v)) ∈ R and for every u ∈ V \ {v}, wehave:� if u ∼ v and Ra(L(u)) 6= ∅ (u an reeive a), then L′(u) ∈ Ra(L(u)),� L(u) = L′(u), otherwise.An exeution in AHN (P) is a sequene γ0γ1 . . . suh that γ0 ∈ C0 and γi ⇒ γi+1for i ≥ 0. We use ⇒∗ to denote the re�exive and transitive losure of ⇒.Observe that a broadast message a sent by v is delivered only to the subsetof neighbors interested in it; suh a neighbor u has then to update its statewith a new state taken from Ra(L(u)). All the other nodes (inluding neighborsnot interested in a) simply ignore the message. Also notie that the topology isstati, i.e., the set of nodes and edges remain unhanged during an exeution.As an example of an ad ho network and of its semantis, onsider a pro-ess onsisting of the following rules: (A, τ, C), (C, !!m,D), (B, ??m,C), and
(A, ??m,C). As shown in Figure 1, starting from a on�guration with only Aand B nodes, an A node �rst moves to C and then sends m to his/her neighbors.In turn, they forward the message m to their neighbors, and so on.

A A B

B A B

⇒
C A B

B A B

⇓

D C B

C A B

∗⇐
D D D

D D DFig. 1. Example of normal exeutionThe network semantis formalized by the transition system ⇒ assumes �xedtopology. Formally, if γ ⇒ γ′ then γ = 〈V,E, L〉 and γ′ = 〈V,E, L′〉 share4



the same nodes and edges and an di�er only in the labeling funtion. In [3℄we have formalized also nondeterministi mobility as follows. Given a proess
P = 〈Q,Σ,R,Q0〉 the mobile network semantis is given by the transition system
MAHN (P) = 〈C, , C0〉, where C and C0 are as in the de�nition of AHN (P) and
 ⊆ C×C is the transition relation de�ned as follows: for γ = 〈V,E, L〉, we have
γ  γ′ i� γ′ = 〈V,E′, L′〉 and one of the following onditions holds:State transition: γ ⇒ γ′;Mobility: E′ ⊆ V × V and L′ = L.Observe that all the transitions of the original AHN (P) transition systemare inluded by the state transition rule, while the mobility rule adds transitionsthat modify the edges arbitrarily while preserving the labeling funtion.2.1 Safety Analysis: the Control State Reahability ProblemFollowing [3,4℄ we onsider deision problems related to veri�ation of safetyproperties. We remark that in our formulation the size and topology of the initialon�gurations is not �xed a priori. The problem that we onsider is ontrol statereahability (over) de�ned as follows:Input: A proess P = 〈Q,Σ,R,Q0〉 with AHN (P) = 〈C,⇒, C0〉 and a ontrolstate q ∈ Q.Output: Yes, if ∃γ ∈ C0 and γ′ ∈ C s.t. γ ⇒∗ γ′ and q ∈ L(γ′); no, otherwise.If q represents an error state, over amounts at heking whether there existsan initial on�guration (among the in�nitely many possible ones) from whih aon�guration ontaining a node in the error state is reahable.In [3℄, we prove the following result.Theorem 1. over is undeidable.In the following we will also onsider over for the mobile network seman-tis: in that ase the transitions γ  γ′ will be taken into aount instead of
γ ⇒ γ′. In [3℄ we have proved that over turns out to be deidable with spon-taneous (i.e. non-deterministi) mobility. Indeed, in this setting the topology ofthe network annot be exploited to build strutures that ould be applied tomodel an unbounded storage. In a more reent work [2℄, we have haraterizedits omplexity.Theorem 2. over for mobile ad ho networks is Ptime-omplete.We will also study di�erent semantis for ad ho networks and we will on-sider over for these semantis. However, sometimes the labelled graphs repre-senting the on�gurations will have more information in their labels than onlythe ontrol state of the proess, for these ases, over will orrespond to thereahability of a on�guration in whih there exists a node whose label ontainsthe desired ontrol state. 5



3 Node Failures3.1 Intermittent NodesWe start our analysis from a semanti variant that models intermittent nodes.We modify the network semantis by using a �ag, whih is set to A [resp. to D℄to denote an ative [resp. deativated℄ node.De�nition 3. Given a proess P = 〈Q,Σ,R,Q0〉, an i-on�guration is a (Q×
{A, D})-graph and an initial i-on�guration is a (Q0 × {A, D})-graph.We use Cint [resp. Cint

0 ℄ to denote the set of i-on�gurations [resp. initial i-on�gurations℄ assoiated to a proess de�nition P . Given a proess P = 〈Q,Σ,
R,Q0〉, the semantis of the orresponding ad ho network with intermittentnodes is given by the transition system AHN i(P) = 〈Cint, 99K, Cint

0 〉 where thetransition relation 99K⊆ Cint × Cint is de�ned as follows: for γ = 〈V,E, L〉, wehave γ 99K γ′ i� γ′ = 〈V,E, L′〉 and one of the following onditions holds:Loal: ∃v ∈ V s.t. L(v) = 〈q, A〉, L′(v) = 〈q′, A〉, (q, τ, q′) ∈ R, and L(u) = L′(u)for all u in V \ {v};Broadast: ∃v ∈ V s.t. L(v) = 〈q, A〉, (q, !!a, q′) ∈ R, L′(v) = 〈q′, A〉, and forevery u in V \ {v}:� if u ∼ v and L(u) = 〈q′′, A〉 and Ra(q
′′) 6= ∅, then L′(u) = 〈q′′′, A〉 with

q′′′ ∈ Ra(u);� L(u) = L′(u), otherwise.Intermittene: ∃v ∈ V s.t. L(v) = 〈q, A〉 [resp. L(v) = 〈q, D〉℄, L′(v) = 〈q, D〉[resp. L(v) = 〈q, A〉℄ , and L(u) = L′(u) for all u in V \ {v}.Note that the transition relation is de�ned as in the previous setion with onlytwo di�erenes: the transitions already present in the previous de�nition nowapply only to ative nodes (i.e. those with the �ag A); additional transitionsallow one node to move from the ative to the passive state, and vie versa. Wedenote by 99K∗ the re�exive and transitive losure of 99K.An example of ad ho network protool and of its semantis under node inter-mittene, onsider the following protool: (A, !!m,D), (C, !!m,D), (B, ??m,C),and (A, ??m,C). As shown in Figure 2, the top-left node is initially deativated.It then ativates, sends a message, and only ative neighbors reat, and so on.We now prove that over is Ptime-omplete also for ad ho networkswith intermittent nodes. This result follows from a the orrespondene between
AHN i(P) and MAHN (P) formalized by the following proposition.Proposition 1. Consider a proess de�nition P and a ontrol state q. A on-�guration γ s.t. q ∈ L(γ) is reahable from an initial on�guration in AHN i(P)if and only if a on�guration γ′ s.t. q ∈ L(γ′) is reahable from an initial on-�guration in MAHN (P). 6



A, D A, A B, D

B, D A, A B, D

99K

A, A A, A B, D

B, D A, A B, D

↓

D, A C, A B, D

B, D A, A B, D

L99

D, A D, A B, D

B, D C, A B, DFig. 2. Example of exeution with intermittent nodesProof. We start from the only if part. Consider the initial state γ0 = 〈V,E, L0〉and the exeution γ0 99K
∗ γ in AHN i(P) with q ∈ L(γ). A similar exeu-tion an be reprodued also in MAHN (P). Consider the initial on�guration

γ′
0 = 〈V,E, L′

0〉 with, for every v ∈ V , L′
0(v) = qv assuming L0(v) = 〈qv, A〉or L0(v) = 〈qv, D〉. Consider now the following exeution γ′

0  
∗ γ′ onstrutedfrom the above exeution γ0 99K

∗ γ as follows. All the Loal and Broadasttransitions are faithfully reprodued, while the Intermittene transitions aremimiked by aMobility transition: in ase of deativation of one node theMo-bility transition disonnets suh node from its neighbors, while in ase of nodeativation the Mobility transition restores the previously removed edges. It iseasy to see that q ∈ L(γ′).We now move to the if part. Consider the initial state γ′
0 = 〈V ′, E′, L′

0〉and the exeution γ′
0  

∗ γ′ in MAHN (P) with q ∈ L(γ′). A similar exeu-tion an be reprodued also in AHN i(P). Consider the initial on�guration
γ0 = 〈V ′, E, L0〉 with E = V ′ × V ′ (i.e. γ0 is a omplete graph) and, for ev-ery v ∈ V ′, L0(v) = 〈qv, A〉 assuming L′

0(v) = qv. Consider now the followingexeution γ0 99K
∗ γ onstruted from the above exeution γ′

0  
∗ γ′ as follows.All the Loal transitions are faithfully reprodued; the Broadast transitionsare reprodued by a protool that �rst deativates the nodes that are not neigh-bors of the emitter in the orresponding mobile network exeution, then thebroadast ations is mimiked, and then the previously deativated nodes arere-ativated; the Mobility transitions are not reprodued. It is easy to see that

q ∈ L(γ). ⊓⊔As a simple orollary of the above Proposition and Theorem 2 we obtain thefollowing.Theorem 3. over for ad ho networks with intermittent nodes is Ptime-omplete.3.2 Node Crash and RestartWe now onsider two variants of the semantis with intermittene. In the �rstone, modelling node rash, nodes an only be deativated. In the seond one,7



modelling node restart, nodes an also be reativated but then they restart froma given speial state.Given proessP , its transition system with node rash denoted byAHN cr(P),is de�ned as the transition system AHN i(P) where the Intermittene transi-tions are replaed by the following Crash transitions:Crash: ∃v ∈ V s.t. L(v) = 〈q, A〉, L′(v) = 〈q, D〉, and L(u) = L′(u) for all u in
V \ {v}.Note that with this semantis, nodes that have been turned o� (or deativated)annot be ativated again.The variant with restart requires the indiation of the restart state in theproess. So a proess P = 〈Q,Σ,R,Q0, qr〉 now inludes a restart state qr ∈

Q. The transition system AHN r(P) with node restart for P , is de�ned as thetransition system AHN i(〈Q,Σ,R,Q0〉) where the Intermittene transitionsare replaed by the following Restart transitions:Restart: ∃v ∈ V s.t. L(v) = 〈q, A〉 [resp. L(v) = 〈q, D〉℄, L′(v) = 〈q, D〉 [resp.
L′(v) = 〈qr , A〉℄ and L(u) = L′(u) for all u in V \ {v}.In this ase, besides the transitions turning o� nodes, there are also transitionsthat turn on one node by hanging its internal state to the restart state qr. Thefollowing theorem then holds.Theorem 4. over with node rash [resp. with node restart℄ is undeidable.Proof. The proof is by redution from the undeidability of over for ad honetworks (Theorem 1). We �rst onsider the model with node rash. Let P bea proess. It is trivial to see that a omputation leading to a on�guration thatexposes the ontrol state q in AHN (P) has a orresponding omputation in

AHN cr(P) (in whih no Crash transition is performed).Consider now a omputation in AHN cr(P) leading to a on�guration thatexposes the ontrol state q. It is not restritive to assume that the state q isexposed by a node that did not rash during the omputation (we an alwaysonsider the last step in q before the node rashes). Consider now a omputationin AHN (P) that performs the same Loal and Broadast transitions (but notthe Crash transitions). It is easy to see that the nodes that did not rash duringthe omputation in AHN cr(P) are in the same state also in the omputation of
AHN (P). Hene also the latter omputation leads to a on�guration exposingthe ontrol state q.The undeidability an be proved as in [3℄ where we present how to translatea two ounter mahine (a Turing powerful formalism) into a protool P for adho network without failures. Suh protool P should be slightly modi�ed asfollows to work also under intermittene. Let P = 〈Q,Σ,R,Q0〉; the modi�edprotool is de�ned as P ′ = 〈Q′, Σ′, R′, {q0}, q0〉 where q0 /∈ Q and R′ is obtainedfrom R by adding the following rules: (q0, !!init, q′0) and (q′0, τ, q) for all q ∈ Q0and (q, ??init, qerr) for all q ∈ Q and this assuming that q′0, qerr ∈ Q′ \Q. Theidea of this enoding is that the unique initial state and the restart state are8



the same, but when a node omes bak to the initial state while simulating theprotool P , if it goes to q′0 it sends all his neighbors (whih are in state belongingto Q) into the deadlok state qerr. This ensures that if a node is turned o� and isreativated, it annot play a role in the simulation of the protool P by P ′. ⊓⊔4 Communiation Failures4.1 Message LossThe �rst type of failures orresponds to nondeterministi message loss: when amessage is broadasted, some of the reeivers ould not reeive it.A proessP is de�ned as usual. The orresponding transition systemAHN l(P)is de�ned as AHN (P) where the Broadast transitions are replaed by the fol-lowing Message loss transitions:Message loss: ∃v ∈ V s.t. (L(v), !!a, L′(v)) ∈ R and for every u ∈ V \ {v}� if u ∼ v and Ra(L(u)) 6= ∅ (reeption of a in u is enabled), then L′(u) ∈
Ra(L(u)) or L′(u) = L(u),� L(u) = L′(u), otherwise.The main di�erene with the transition system AHN (P) is that during theperformane of a broadast, some of the potential reeivers ould remain intheir internal state. This is similar to what happens in the model with inter-mittent nodes when one is deativated. Starting from this observation it is easyto show that there exists a omputation leading to a on�guration that exposesthe ontrol state q in AHN l(P) i� there exists a orresponding omputation in

AHN i(P). From this onsideration, we dedue the following theorem.Theorem 5. over for ad ho networks with message loss is Ptime-omplete.Proof. Consider a proess de�nition P . As in Theorem 3 we show that thereexists an exeution in AHN l(P) leading to a on�guration exposing the on-trol state q if and only if there exists an exeution in AHN i(P) leading to aon�guration exposing q.Consider an exeution leading to a on�guration that exposes the ontrolstate q in AHN l(P). It has the following orresponding exeution in AHN i(P):it is su�ient to mimi Broadast transitions by exeuting before the broadasta sequene of Intermittene transitions that swith o� the nodes that do notreeive the message, and by performing after the broadast the Intermittenetransitions on the same nodes.Consider now an exeution in AHN i(P) leading to a on�guration that ex-poses the ontrol state q. This exeution an be mimiked in AHN l(P) simplyby assuming that the nodes that are deativated during a spei� phase of theexeution in AHN i(P), lose the messages that are broadasted in that phase inthe orresponding exeution in AHN l(P). ⊓⊔9



4.2 Con�itThe seond type of failures we onsider orresponds to transmission on�its.Here we onsider on�its due to the ontemporaneous emission of messages: ifa node has (at least two) neighbors that ontemporaneously broadast a mes-sage, then suh a node is unable to orretly reeive the emitted messages. Themodeling of this phenomenon requires a signi�ant modi�ation of the formalsemantis. First of all we need to introdue a notion of internal state.Internal State. The internal state of a node is haraterized by the urrent stateaording to the proess behavior, and by two additional �ags indiating whetherthe node is urrently emitting or reeiving a message. Formally, given a proess
P = 〈Q,Σ,R,Q0〉 we de�ne the set of states S =

{

[q, x, y] | q ∈ Q, x ∈ {⊥} ∪

Σ, y ∈ {⊥, rcv, cnfl}
}. The �eld denoted with x represents whether the nodeis or is not in a transmission state (⊥ means no transmission, while a ∈ Σdenotes transmission of message a). The �eld y represents whether the nodeis not reeiving (⊥) or it is urrently reeiving orretly a message (rcv) orthe reeption has been damaged due to a on�it (cnfl). The initial states arede�ned as follows: S0 = {[q,⊥,⊥] | q ∈ Q0}. Notie that nodes in their initialstate are neither reeiving nor emitting.The notation based on triples is useful to simplify the de�nition of the semantis.In the �gures we also use a more ompat notation without distintion betweentransmission and reeption state, e.g., [q,⊥,⊥] is simpli�ed as q, [q, a,⊥] as [q, a],

[q,⊥, rcv] as [q, rcv], et.Network Semantis. The semantis of a proess P = 〈Q,Σ,R,Q0〉 with on�itsis given by the transition system AHN co(P) = 〈Cco,⇒, Cco
0 〉 where Cco is the setof S-graphs and the set of initial on�gurations Cco

0 is the set of S0-graphs.Before giving the formal de�nition of the transition relation⇒ ⊆ Cco×Cco, wede�ne the funtion emitter whih assoiates to a S-graph γ = 〈V,E, L〉 and to anode u ∈ V , the set emitter(γ, u) = {v | u ∼ v and L(v) = [q, a, y] for some a ∈
Σ and y ∈ {⊥, rcv, cnfl}} of nodes adjaent to u in γ whih are in a transmis-sion state.Given a on�guration γ = 〈V,E, L〉, we have that γ ⇒ γ′ i� γ′ = 〈V,E, L′〉and one of the following onditions holds:Loal/Time-out: ∃v ∈ V s.t. L(v) = [q,⊥, y], y ∈ {⊥, cnfl, rcv}, (q, τ, q′) ∈

R, L′(v) = [q′,⊥,⊥], and L(u) = L′(u) for all u ∈ V \ {v};Start broadast: ∃v1, . . . , vl ∈ V s.t. ∪j∈{1...l}emitter(γ, vj) = ∅, L(vi) =
[qi,⊥,⊥], (qi, !!ai, q′i) ∈ R, L′(vi) = [q′i, ai,⊥] ∀i ∈ {1 . . . l} and the followingonditions hold:� ∀u ∈ V \{v1, . . . , vl} s.t. u ∼ vi for some i ∈ {1 . . . l} and L(u) = [r,⊥, y]with y ∈ {rcv,⊥} we have:

• if y = rcv then L′(u) = [r,⊥, cnfl];
• if y = ⊥ and u 6∼ vj ∀j ∈ {1 . . . l} \ {i} then L′(u) = [r,⊥, rcv];
• if y = ⊥ and u ∼ vj for some j ∈ {1 . . . l} \ {i} then L′(u) =
[r,⊥, cnfl]; 10



� L(u) = L′(u) otherwise;End broadast: ∃ v ∈ V s.t. L(v) = [q, a,⊥], L′(v) = [q,⊥,⊥] and we have:� ∀u ∈ V s,t. u ∼ v and L(u) = [r,⊥, y], with y ∈ {rcv, cnfl}, and
emitter(γ, u) = {v} we have:
• if y = rcv and ∃ r′ s.t. (r, ??a, r′) ∈ R then L′(u) = [r′,⊥,⊥];
• if y = rcv and 6 ∃ r′ s.t. (r, ??a, r′) ∈ R or y = cnfl then L′(u) =
[r,⊥,⊥];� L(u) = L′(u) otherwise.The loal rule models internal and time-out steps (a node non-deterministiallydeides to abandon a transmission). In the start rule we selet a set of nodethat have the apability of sending a broadast and hek that no other nodein their viinity is urrently transmitting. The seleted emitters simultaneouslystart transmitting. Reeiving nodes onneted to a single emitter move to the

rcv state, and to the cnfl state in ase of onnetion with more than one emitter(e.g. a seleted node and an emitter that started transmitting in a previous step).In the ending rule an emitter moves to its next state. A reeiver onneted tosuh a node moves to the next state only if it is still in the rcv state (no on�itsourred in between the start and end phases).As an example of ad ho networks and of its semantis in the model withon�its, onsider the proess (S, !!m,T ), (R, ??m,Q), and the exeution in Fig-ure 3. In the initial on�guration we have three senders in state S (a, b, c fromleft to right), and three reeivers in state R (d, e, f from left to right). Nodes
a and b an simultaneously start transmitting m, sine no other node is ur-rently transmitting in their viinity. Node d simultaneously moves to a on�itstate (it is onneted to both emitters), while node e moves to a reeption state.When c starts transmitting m (again there are no other emitters in its viinity),node e is fored to enter a on�it state, whereas node f goes to a reeptionstate. When a stops transmitting, d goes bak to the original state (a on�itourred). If now c stops transmitting, f reeives the message and moves to itsnext state Q (no on�its ourred). Finally when b stops transmitting, e goesbak to the original state (a on�it ourred). Other possible exeutions areobtained, e.g., by seleting only one of the nodes a, b for starting a transmission(the other node has to remain silent sine it is onneted to an ative emitter)and by nondeterministially allowing reeiver nodes to abandon a transmission.Theorem 6. over for ad ho networks with on�its is Ptime-omplete.Proof. Consider a proess P . Following our usual proof tehnique, we show thatthere exists an exeution in AHN co(P) leading to a on�guration exposing theontrol state q if and only if there exists an exeution in AHN i(P) leading to aon�guration exposing q.It is easy to see that a omputation leading to a on�guration that exposes theontrol state q in AHN co(P) has a orresponding omputation in AHN i(P): theLoal transitions are faithfully reprodued, the Start broadast transitions arenot mimiked, and the End broadast transitions are simulated via a protool11
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fFig. 3. Example of exeution with on�itsthat �rst turns o� the nodes that do not reeive the message or that detet aon�it, then exeutes the broadast, and then turns on the samenodes.It is more omplex to show that a omputation in AHN i(P) that leads to aon�guration that exposes the ontrol state q an be reprodued in AHN co(P).We �rst assume, without loss of generality, that in the proess P there is atleast one state with an outgoing broadast transition whih is reahable froman initial state q0 ∈ Q0 doing only internal steps. If this is not the ase, thereis no ommuniation in the system and the analysis of over an be triviallydone by heking whether the target state q is reahable from an initial state inthe automaton de�ning the proess behavior doing only internal steps. Considernow the omputation in AHN i(P) that leads to a on�guration that exposes theontrol state q. Let γ0 be the initial on�guration in the onsidered omputation,and let loss(u) be the number of messages that the node u loses during theomputation when it was turned o�.We now show the existene of an initial on�guration in AHN co(P) able toreprodue suh omputation. This initial on�guration ontains γ0 plus a set ofadditional nodes used to generate on�its.Namely, we onnet to eah node u of the initial on�guration loss(u) addi-tional nodes Noise(u): eah node in Noise(u) is onneted only with its orre-sponding node u.Eah node u simulates the behavior of the orresponding node in the om-putation in AHN i(P). The nodes in Noise(u) are initially in the state q0. Thesimulation of the transitions in the omputation in AHN i(P) is as follows. Firstof all, for every node u we onsider loal transitions for nodes inNoise(u) in state
q0 leading them to a state ready to perform a broadast. Then the transitionsare simulated as follows.� Loal transitions are faithfully reprodued.� Intermittene transitions are not mimiked.� To simulate Broadast transitions performed by one node, say v, we pro-eed as follows: we partition the potential reeivers in two groups, (i) thosethat atually reeive the message and (ii) those that do not reeive it asthey are turned o�. For eah node u in group (ii) we take an attaker node12



n ∈ Noise(u) ready to start a transmission and let n perform a Start broad-ast transition. Simultaneously node u moves to the rcv-state. Node v per-forms then a broadast (it exeutes both the Start and the End broadasttransitions). Sine u and v are onneted, u detets a on�iting transmissionand moves to the cnfl-state. Finally, node n ends the transmission.Note that the nodes orresponding to (i) reeive the broadast messages,while those orresponding to (ii) do not reeive it, due to the on�it gener-ated by the interferring transmissions generated by the attaker node n.By assumption on the ardinality of Nodes(u), therefore an attak an be ex-euted every time node u is swithed o� in the omputation with intermittentsemantis. ⊓⊔4.3 Con�it detetionWe now de�ne a variant of the semantis in order to apture the notion of on�itdetetion. In fat, even though a node that reeives overlapping signal emissionsis unable to reonstrut the emitted messages, it an infer that (at least) twoneighbors have ontemporaneously emitted their messages. This an be onsid-ered in our model of ad ho networks by adding on�it detetion transitions tothe proesses. Suh transitions an be exeuted by nodes at the end of a reeivephase during whih more than one neighbor has performed a broadast. For-mally, we slightly modify the de�nition of the Internal State and of the NetworkSemantis of the previous setion.Internal State. The new de�nition of P is as usual with the unique di�erenethat we an have transitions of the form (q, ρ, q′) in R, representing on�it de-tetion (where ρ is a new symbol).Network Semantis. Given a proess P , the transition system AHN cd(P) hara-terizing the semantis with on�it detetion is de�ned as AHN co(P) exept thatthe End broadast transitions are replaed by the following End broadastII transitions:End broadast II: ∃v ∈ V s.t. L(v) = [q, a,⊥], L′(v) = [q,⊥,⊥] and we have:� ∀u ∈ V s.t. u ∼ v, L(u) = [r,⊥, y], with y ∈ {rcv, cnfl}, and emitter(γ, u) =
{v}:
• if y = rcv and ∃r′ s.t. (r, ??a, r′) ∈ R then L′(u) = [r′,⊥,⊥];
• if y = cnfl and ∃r′ s.t. (r, ρ, r′) ∈ R then L′(u) = [r′,⊥,⊥];
• if y = rcv and 6 ∃r′ s.t. (r, ??a, r′) ∈ R, or y = cnfl and 6 ∃r′ s.t.
(r, ρ, r′) ∈ R, then L′(u) = [r,⊥,⊥];� L(u) = L′(u) otherwise.As an example of ad ho networks and of its semantis with on�it dete-tion, onsider the proess (S, !!m,T ), (R, ??m,Q), (R, ρ,Er), and the exeutionin Figure 4. It onsists of the same steps as those in Figure 3 up to ending phasesof broadast messages. Reeiver that detet a on�it move here to the speial13



Er states. Note that in the step from the fourth to the �fth on�guration onlythe node in the leftmost down orner detets a on�it. The other reeiver Ris onneted to two di�erent emitters, so it will apply the detetion only in thenext step.
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Er R, cnfl R,rcvFig. 4. Example of exeution with on�it detetions (indiated as ⇒d)Theorem 7. over for ad ho networks with on�it detetion is undeidable.Proof. The proof is by redution from the undeidability of over for ad honetworks with node restart (Theorem 4). Consider a proessP = 〈Q,Σ,R,Q0, qr〉for ad ho networks with node restart (qr being the restart state). Consider nowthe proess P ′ = 〈Q ∪ {qi}, Σ,R′, Q0〉, for ad ho networks with on�it dete-tion, de�ned as P with the following additional transitions: for eah node q ∈ Qwe have a transition labeled with ρ leading to the additional state qi, from whihthere is only one outgoing transition labeled with τ leading to the restart state
qr. We �rst show that given a omputation in AHN r(P) leading to a on�gura-tion that exposes the ontrol state q, there exists a orresponding omputationin AHN cd(P ′). As in Theorem 6 we make the nonrestritive assumption that inthe proess P there is at least one state with an outgoing broadast transitionwhih is reahable from an initial state q0 ∈ Q0 doing only internal steps. Let
γ be the initial on�guration of the onsidered omputation in AHN r(P). Foreah node u in γ we denote with restart(u) the number of restarts performed by
u during the omputation. We now show the existene of an initial on�guration
γ′ of AHN cd(P ′) from whih the omputation is simulated. The on�guration
γ′ is as γ with the di�erene that eah node u has exatly restart(n) × 2 addi-tional neighbors that are used to generate on�its. These additional nodes areonneted only to the orresponding node u. The simulation of the omputationproeeds as follows. At the beginning the additional nodes in state q0 performthe loal transitions leading them to a state ready to perform a broadast. Thenthe simulation starts.� Loal transitions are reprodued faithfully.14



� A transition that deativates the node u is simulated via the following proto-ol: two of the additional nodes onneted to u perform a Start broadasttransition and then exeute the End broadast II. Due to the emissionon�it, the node u moves to the internal state qi.� A transition that ativates the node u is reprodued by an internal transitionfrom the state qi of u to the restart state qr.� Finally, Broadast transitions are mimiked by performing in sequene aStart and an End broadast II transition.We now show that a omputation in AHN cd(P ′) leading to a on�gurationthat exposes the ontrol state q has a orresponding omputation in AHN r(P).In the simulated omputation the Loal transitions are reprodued faithfully,the Start broadast transitions are not mimiked, while End broadast IItransitions are simulated by the following protool.Assume that the node that ompletes its signal emission in the End broad-ast II transition is u, and let a be the emitted message. The neighbors of uable to reeive a an be partitioned in three groups:(i) those that orretly reeive message a,(ii) those that perform a on�it detetion transition during the exeutionof the End broadast II transition,and (iii) those that do not hange their internal state beause they are stillunder the e�et of another signal emission.The simulation of the transition in AHN r(P) proeeds as follows. The nodes,orresponding to those in (ii) and (iii), that are not urrently rashed performa Crash transition, then the Broadast transition is exeuted. Notie that atthe end of this protool the nodes in (ii) are in the intermediary state qi inthe omputation in AHN cd(P ′), while they are rashed in the orrespondingomputation in AHN r(P). The Loal transitions that move the nodes form thestate qi to qr are reprodued in AHN r(P) by Restart transitions. ⊓⊔5 ConlusionIn this paper we have ompared di�erent types of semantis for modelling un-reliability in protools based on broadast ommuniation. The omparison isbased on the study of deidability and undeidability of the overability problem(reahability of a network with at least a node in an error state for an initialon�guration of unknown size and shape). Coverability is ommonly used toformulate violations of properties like mutual exlusion (and more in general toloally reason on errors generated by a �xed set of proesses independently fromthe global on�guration). Coverability turns out to be undeidable for modelsin whih individual nodes have speial transition to the detet the ourreneof a failure (e.g. rash with restart, on�it detetion). Removing this featurefrom the model ompletely hange the orresponding expressive power, oftenmaking overability deidable. Deidability results are obtained by means of re-dution to a overability in a model with spontaneous movement, for whih we15
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